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Practice Material for Unit 5

Multiple Choice
Identify the letter of the choice that best completes the statement or answers the question.

Grammar

____ 1. That broken window should _____.
A) to fix
B) fix
C) be fixing
D) be fixed

____ 2. The window is going to _____.
A) fix
B) fixed
C) be fixing
D) be fixed

____ 3. Which sentence is correct?
A) The noisy children are being punished.
B) The noisy children are to be punish.
C) The noisy children are to be punishing.
D) The noisy children are being punishing.

____ 4. Has the thief been _____ ?
A) catching
B) catch
C) caught
D) catches

____ 5. Bob _____ the exercises.
A) is done
B) did
C) were done
D) was done

____ 6. _____ the mail _____ soon?
A) Is / going to deliver
B) Is / going to be deliver
C) Is /going to be delivered
D) Will / delivered

____ 7. The window was_____ by the football.
A) break
B) breaking
C) broken
D) broke

____ 8. He couldn't come because his car was being_____.
A) fixed
B) fix
C) fixing
D) fix it
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____ 9. The new textbook is being _____.
A) wrote
B) written
C) writing
D) write

____ 10. The work is _____.
A) did
B) done
C) doing
D) do

____ 11. Which sentence is correct?
A) My grandfather killed by cancer.
B) My grandfather died of cancer.
C) My grandfather was died of cancer.
D) My grandfather was killed of cancer.

____ 12. The fire _____ controlled.
A) couldn't be
B) couldn't
C) can't
D) ought not to

____ 13. The homework should _____ by Friday.
A) done
B) doing
C) be done
D) be doing

____ 14. _____ she _____ to the party?
A) Will/invite
B) Is/invite
C) Will/be invited
D) Is/be invited

____ 15. Sam _____ study for a test last week, but he passed it.
A) must
B) should
C) ought to
D) had to

____ 16. You _____ not _____ too fast.
A) must/to drive
B) should/to drive
C) ought/to drive
D) Had better/to drive

____ 17. All students _____ pay attention in English class.
A) ought
B) mustn't
C) should
D) shouldn't

____ 18. She has a ring on her finger. She _____ be married.
A) could
B) would
C) must not
D) can not
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____ 19. Billy is absent today. He _____ be sick.
A) would
B) can not
C) must not
D) could

____ 20. I don't know what subject I will study. I _____ study economics.
A) maybe
B) may
C) might be
D) may be

____ 21. _____ I have a glass of water, please?
A) Must
B) Would
C) May
D) Should

____ 22. I don't see Mary. She _____ here yet.
A) maybe not
B) might not be
C) might be not
D) may be not

____ 23. Tomorrow is a holiday. I _____ wake up early.
A) must not
B) didn't have to
C) can not
D) don't have to

____ 24. The teacher told us we ____ be late for English class.
A) don't have to
B) must not
C) had better
D) have got to

____ 25. Joe can _____ the piano.
A) to play
B) play
C) played
D) plays

____ 26. Mary is crying. She _____ be sad.
A) should
B) ought to
C) must
D) would

____ 27. _____ you give me a glass of water, please?
A) Must
B) Would
C) May
D) Had better

____ 28. You are not allowed to watch TV before you do your homework. You _____ watch TV after you have 
finished.
A) may
B) may be
C) might be
D) would
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____ 29. _____ he _____ your car?
A) Can/borrow
B) May/borrowing
C) Can/borrows
D) Can/borrowing

____ 30. No, he can not _____ my car!
A) borrows
B) borrowing
C) borrow
D) borrowed

True/False
Indicate whether the sentence or statement is true or false.

Reading

 This is from a travel journal.

Detaille Island, Antarctica 

February 28

 While we were crossing the Antarctic Circle, we were drinking to celebrate the day.  Each year, 
only 300 visitors come this far south. Mark explained that the ice is blue down here because it catches all 
the colors of the rainbow except for blue. I have always thought of Antarctica as nothing but white. But 
now I see a clear blue light shining through the mountains of ice all around us, and I have no words to 
describe the beauty.
 
           Our ship passed a huge field of frozen sea. Mark invited us to come out and play. We weren't sure 
at first, but when we felt how solid it was, we jumped and ran. All around us were mountains and glaciers 
that no one has ever explored. It amazed me to think that no human hand or foot has ever touched them; 
only a few human eyes have seen them.
 
          When I get home, it will be hard for me to explain what the feeling of amazement was like, but I 
will try.
 
          We all felt sad today when we realized that our ship was heading north. We really don't want to 
leave Antarctica --a unique world.

____ 31. The ice in Antarctica reflects all the colors of the rainbow.

____ 32. The writer thinks Antarctica is very beautiful

____ 33. The people in the ship were the first people to see these mountains and glaciers.

____ 34. The writer is sorry to be leaving.
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Completion

Complete these sentences from the list of words. There are more words than sentences.

A) coastal H) hole
B) fragile I) tourists
C) landscape J) continent
D) remote K) vast
E) consequence L) inhabited 
F) harsh M) preserve
G) ozone

____ 35. We need to _______________ the rain forests for the many birds that live there.
____ 36. The plants are so _______________ that they can easily be destroyed by people walking on them.
____ 37.  Because of the _______________ over Australia and New Zealand, the people there need to be careful 

about exposing themselves to the sun.
____ 38. Siberia is so _______________ that it crosses several time zones.
____ 39. A lot of American _______________ visit Europe every summer.
____ 40.  _______________ cities are more popular vacation spots than inland cities. 
____ 41. One _______________ of global warming may be changing patterns of rainfall.
____ 42. Few plants can live in Antarctica as a result of the _______________ climate. 
____ 43. Tom's vacation cabin was so _______________ that it was difficult to find. 
____ 44. Some of the older cities in the Middle East have been _______________ for thousands of years.
____ 45. During our train ride across the country, we enjoyed looking at the _______________.
____ 46.  Asia is the world's largest _______________.

Essay

Choose the topic below and write an essay about that topic in the space provided.  
Your essay must have an introduction, a body, a conclusion and proper transitions.

                 The advantages / disadvantages of being a policeman
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MULTIPLE CHOICE

 1. ANS: D
 2. ANS: D
 3. ANS: A
 4. ANS: C
 5. ANS: B
 6. ANS: C
 7. ANS: C
 8. ANS: A
 9. ANS: B
 10. ANS: B
 11. ANS: B
 12. ANS: A
 13. ANS: C
 14. ANS: C
 15. ANS: D
 16. ANS: C
 17. ANS: C
 18. ANS: A
 19. ANS: D
 20. ANS: B
 21. ANS: C
 22. ANS: B
 23. ANS: D
 24. ANS: B
 25. ANS: B
 26. ANS: C
 27. ANS: B
 28. ANS: A
 29. ANS: A
 30. ANS: C

TRUE/FALSE

 31. ANS: F
 32. ANS: T
 33. ANS: F
 34. ANS: T

MATCHING

 35. ANS: M
 36. ANS: B
 37. ANS: H
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 38. ANS: K
 39. ANS: I
 40. ANS: A
 41. ANS: E
 42. ANS: F
 43. ANS: D
 44. ANS: L
 45. ANS: C
 46. ANS: J

ESSAY

 47. ANS: 
     Being a policeman is a respectable job.  There are many advantages and disadvantages to being a 
policeman.  I would like to write about the advantages.

 There are many advantages to being a policeman.  First, people respect you.  This is because you 
represent law and order.  Second, you can help people.  Therefore, they call you when they are in trouble.  
Finally, you can earn a good living.  Consequently, you don't have to worry about your financial needs.  
These are just some of the advantages to being a policeman.

 As you can see, being a policeman has several advantages.  People respect you, you can help 
people, and you can earn a living.  I suggest you consider being a policeman.


